pmc Services:

SUPPLY CHAIN

Streamlining and implementing solid business processes in
your Sales, Logistics, Purchasing, Quality and Maintenance
areas will drive the overall integrity of your company.
Because of our focus in the automotive and manufacturing
industries, our consulting skills are solid and honed thru
various SAP projects.

Sequencing, JIT Calls, Delivery Orders, Mais Pickup sheet,
commodity pricing, simplified shipping, SCAC, Transport
Modes, eInvoicing/NFe, outside processors, Direct Ship, 3rd
Party Processing, Commodity Procurement, Honda Flex
Forecasting, inbound deliveries, Handling Unit Management,
Warehousing, Traceability, Heatcodes, Quality Notifications,
Vendor evaluation, 8D, APQP, PPAP, Plant Maintenance are no
foreign words to us.
Our approach to supply chain and operations is two fold: we
can provide consulting for a very narrow business requirement
or become your supply chain partner by implementing all
sales, logistics and purchasing processes. This approach gives
you maximum flexibility and we know how to work in a multivendor environment always to your advantage.

Supplier Logistics:

Deployment of release and approval strategies, blanket
purchasing, integration into sourcing and MRP, to an
integrated inbound receiving process using handling units. A
solid integration of outside processors using adobe interactive
forms provides you with an effective and complete vendor
supply chain cycle.

Materials Logistics:
Lean Inventory and Warehouse Management processes are the
key for an effective materials handling operations. Simplified
SAP frontends using touchscreen functionality make the life of
any materials handler easier and provides a full cradle-to-grave
traceability.

Operations:

Our consulting covers all aspects of your supply chain and
operations business:

Fully integrated quality business processes covering supplier,
internal manufacturing and customer requirements. Nothing
will fall thru the “cracks”. 8D reporting and corrective actions
can be handled as well as reporting of various quality KPIs. The
aim is to optimize both internal and external operations in the
interests of quality assurance and responsible care.

Customer Logistic:

Solution alignment:

Integration of your customer demand drives how your
business processes have to look like in the customer facing
process – the process for a Honda looks totally different than
the one for a Chrysler. Shipping needs to be flawless! Therefore
we added SAP integrated scanning functions to fullfill scanto-create and scan-to-verify processes. All rounded up by the
right barcode labels and forms using adobe technology.

pmcIntegrate, pmcAutomate, pmcOptimize, pmcInteractive,
and pmcAccelerate add-on’s.
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